Abstract -This article is devoted to research on the semantics of four basic emotions (joy, surprise, sadness, anger) being verbalized in the context of the prototype theory and conceptual integration theory. A prototypical situation of expressing emotions can be distinguished which further makes it possible to determine both prototypical and non-prototypical means to verbalize this prototypical situation. Predicates which can indicate emotions in their semantics (to surprise, to be happy, to be angry/to hate, to be sad) are considered to be prototypical means verbalizing emotions. Non-prototypical means are those lexemes and grammatical constructions which, in their semantics, inherently do not have meanings to convey emotions. The article also deals with the non-prototypical constructions -blends which can both categorize the basic human emotions and combine the elements of constructions specific to other situations reflecting the real world. In blends all the parts of the sentence make an equal contribution to its meaning and, consequently, jointly categorize the situation, which is indicative of a holistic approach to the subject under consideration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the shift in the scientific paradigm of language study from structural to anthropocentric, linguists' attention was drawn to the question of how emotions and emotional states can be verbalized, and subsequently to an understanding of how important a person's attitude to the reality might be with respect to the choice of language means. Thus, a verbal expression of emotions is connected with the world not directly, but in the context of human consciousness. It means that any manifestations of emotions through sentences in speech designate situations from the extralinguistic reality which are interpreted and elaborated by a speaker's consciousness. Consequently, there are two semantics: the first one directly correlates meaning with designated reality and reflects an objective formalized situation in the world, while the second one correlates meaning with the world through consciousness and therefore reflects the world which is seen and perceived by language speakers. According to Jackendoff R., one is about the way the world is, while the other is about the way we grasp the world [1] .
This article attempts to research on the semantics of the four basic emotions amongst the seven (joy, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust, contempt, fear) identified by Ekman P. [2] and to clarify the role of the prototypical situation in determining both prototypical and non-prototypical constructions to verbalize it.
II. PROTOTYPICAL SITUATION OF EXPRESSING BASIC EMOTIONS
A prototypical situation is recognized by Lakoff G. and Johnson M. as an idealized abstract scheme which exists in potentia [3] . It is considered to be an abstract construct, a category in the consciousness of a generalized average language speaker, or idealized perception of an extralinguistic situation, a thought about this situation. The construct is supposed to have some definite properties or associations a speaker might have in his thoughts when he imagines or encounters the situation in his everyday life. Since the prototypical situation is delineated by scientists as an ideal representative of all similar extralinguistic situations, it might possess properties of all kinds associated with it. Obviously, not all the properties of the prototypical situation can be represented on the surface. It appears that some properties can often go to the background and be only implied. In this connection, those constructions which categorize the most properties of a certain prototypical situation avoiding those of other prototypical situations can be recognized as prototypical. It seems reasonable to research how emotions can be expressed through prototype as the most "ideal" representative of a particular category in order to fully describe the constructions fit to categorize a prototypical situation most accurately, and in this way, to determine basic language means of representing emotions. Furthermore, the onomasiological approach, which moves from the meaning on to the form, encourages a researcher to elucidate the linguoculturological aspect among others in order to discover how the emotional factor can be represented in the collective consciousness of contemporary English language speakers.
Verbalization of emotions is connected with the world not directly, but through human consciousness, i.e. situations from extralinguistic reality are categorized only after being processed by a speaker's consciousness. Hence, it is a prototypical situation that is a common mental constructor for both language representation and real situation of manifestation of emotions.
To delineate the prototypical situation common to all of the basic emotions we have turned to the definitional analysis. In Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary the basic emotions are defined as the following [4] :
"surprise -a feeling caused by something happening suddenly or unexpectedly"; "anger -the strong feeling that you have when something has happened that you think is bad and unfair"; "fear -the bad feeling that you have when you are in danger, when something bad might happen, or when a particular thing frightens you"; "happiness -the state of feeling or showing pleasure; the state of being satisfied that something is good or right"; "sadness -the feeling of being sad".
A certain situation which triggers emotions is mentioned practically in every dictionary definition above. It might be deduced then that any emotion is caused by an event or some information and, therefore, one of the criteria should be occurrence of a sudden situation / new information and existence of an observer tending to be affected by this event / information and feeling an emotion. The criteria of a sudden situation / new information expect a required presence of doers who act and a speaker who conveys unknown information. These criteria can be seen in diagrams 1 and 2 ( fig. 1 ) below. Evidently, the features stated above cannot be marked all together in one sentence, and no construction can correspond strictly to the given situation. Thereby, in the process of verbalization, some constructions (or language means) can categorize the prototypical situation better than others. Prototypical constructions (or language means) can categorize the prototypical situation most accurately and without any other additional features. A speaking person uses such a construction as a gestalt to verbalize the prototypical situation [3] . For example, the agentive construction used most often to designate causative relations is considered by Lakoff G. and Johnson M. as a prototypical construction applicable to categorize a causative situation in the English language. It could be explained by the fact that the uniqueness of an event presupposes additionally marked conceptual blocks which are often nonverbal in the sentence structure [5] .
III. PROTOTYPICAL MEANS TO VERBALIZE THE PROTOTYPICAL SITUATION EXPRESSING BASIC EMOTIONS
There are special lexical means of modern English which are used to verbalize prototypical situations of expressing basic emotions. These means are referred to as specific markers which signal about semantics, they convey regardless of the syntactic construction they are used in. Based on performance frequency we assume that specific markers are prototypical means which represent situations of expressing the basic emotions that exist in the extralinguistic reality, and are unequivocal, i.e. are understood identically both by a speaker and a listener.
According to the prototype theory, not all means can represent one and the same prototypical situation equally properly and unequivocally. Then, out of the corpus of lexical means which hypothetically can verbalize one and the same situation in the world, some are more prominent prototypically and will be used more often in speech than the others -less prominent ones. For example, the noun and predicate surprise (4962), and their synonyms wonder (6188), shock (4163), disbelief (594), astonishment (505), amazement (471), bewilderment (230) are supposed to be used more often than to stagger (127), to amaze (95), to stun (83), to startle (64), to astound (18) , to astonish (25), to shock [6] . They are considered to be prototypical means and specific markers to verbalize the prototypical situation of expressing surprise, because all together they make a high percentage of performance. If we consider them separately, the predicate wonder should be recognized as the most prominent prototypical means, based on its frequency of use. However, its frequency might depend on the range of its meanings: wonder notes the idea of "being filled with amazement" as well as it can be used in the meanings of "to think or speculate" and "to be curious to know". This taken into account, the predicate surprise should be considered as a more prominent prototypical means. In the following example, the prototypical situation expressing emotions is verbalized through the lexeme surprise: (6) and others can verbalize the emotion of happiness [6] . The frequency of use shows that the most prominent prototypical means which verbalizes the prototypical situation of happiness is a lexeme happy, e.g.
(2) I'm happy to meet your radiant person. All of us Kishocha have heard of your bravery [8] .
Evidently, the example reflects the prototypical situation of expressing emotions: the situation which causes happiness (meet your radiant person), the participants (the author and speaker in one I, and his interlocutor radiant person), and the viewer (the author of the statement and the text correspondingly). [9] .
Verbalization of anger in English is
Every sentence with the predicate hate contributes to the representation of the prototypical situation marked for the basic emotions. Thus, the situation involves the object of anger / hate (hair or Maths, dance teacher, school, all the worst job, hinself), which becomes like this because of some annoying reason or situation (dance teacher who's told her to lose weight, school -by the extreme dyslexia, etc), while the author of the text is both the viewer and the speaker.
The emotion of sadness can be verbalized by a lexeme denoting this emotion or its synonyms and derivatives: sad (3241), depression (2224), misery (1213), sadness (747), sorrow (532), unhappiness (316), despondency (84), gloominess (12) , melancholy (12) etc. [6] . The lexeme sad (as part of a compound predicate as well) is evidently the most widely used and, therefore, is the most prominent prototypically: (4) Adds Aaron Shelton, «When he sang one of those sad songs you knew he was sad, or had been mighty recently» [10] .
In example (4) the following features of the prototypical situation are realized: the situation which evokes sadness (when he sang one of those sad songs), the speaker, and the object he whom the situation makes feel sad.
In contrast to example (4), the following example does not realize the whole set of features characteristic of the prototypical situation -there is only a speaker who at the same time feels sadness: (5) When I feel sad and lonely, I write poems or I play the guitar. I play only when I feel sorrow [11] .
It should be noted that there are two lexical items in one situation which belong to one synonymic chain but reveal different grades of prototypicality, and, based on its performance frequency, sad appears to be more prominent prototypical means than sorrow.
Similarly, the emotion of fear can be expressed by the key word fear (8883) denoting this emotion or by its synonyms and derivatives be afraid (5490), scare (1799), terror (1397), be terrified (1029), dread (551), fearfulness (13) etc. [6] : (6) The child was scared of everything. She was scared of being left alone but scared of baby-sitters, especially the young ones who wore black eyeliner [12] .
The above example shows the situation when fear is verbalized through the prototypical situation expressing this emotion (was scared of everything; was scared to be alone; was scared of baby-sitters).
IV. NON-PROTOTYPICAL MEANS TO VERBALIZE THE PROTOTYPICAL SITUATION EXPRESSING BASIC EMOTIONS
Along with the prototypical language means which express the prototypical situation in the most complete and thorough way, there can be non-prototypical language means represented by undivided constructions, not lexical items.
Non-prototypical constructions which verbalize the prototypical situation of expressing the basic emotions can denominate situations where elements of two or more prototypical situations are integrated, in which case not all of the features of the original prototypical situation might be necessarily represented at the surface level. This is because in the process of speaking and thinking the speaker's attention can be simultaneously drawn to different situations and their features. As a result, different mental spaces overlap in the speaker's mind, which directly impacts both on their meanings and the meaning of the grammatical structure: the constructions become diffusive and take on the "here and now" emergent meaning [13] , [14] , [15] .
Mental spaces are defined by Fauconnier as conceptual domains constructed and modified as thought and discourse unfold, for purposes of local understanding and action [15] . Mental spaces can be characterized by the following features: (1) they contain certain elements and are structured by cognitive models and frames; (2) they occur every time when a particular thought and discourse unfold; (3) as mental spaces are set up dynamically throughout an ongoing discourse, they constantly change and are modified in the process of a discourse; (4) they relate to each other [16] .
Mental spaces are extralinguistic entities in a person's mind linked to each other and verbalized through grammatical constructions. These constructions are like step-by-step instructions which illustrate how one or another
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situation can be categorized, i.e. a construction gives concise information sufficient to find spaces and principles for each conceptualized situation [16] . Moreover, whenever a new conceptualization of the situation occurs, it is impossible without referring to the previous already structured basic experience.
According to Fauconnier and Turner, conceptual integration is a basic cognitive activity that makes a new meaning and leads to the global insight, conceptual compression, and manipulation of diffuse ranges of meaning. It is essential that when mental spaces interact, an absolutely new mental space, the blend, is created, with its own features [15] .
Blends are dynamic due to the fact they occur and are structured "hic et nunc", as we think and talk. Blends are established as long as personal thinking is like a creative process which involves active mental action by the speaker to combine and choose language means.
The notion of blend is closely connected with emergence: while inheriting the features of the input spaces partially and selectively, semantically, the blend is not equivalent to either of them but integrates their features. Only those meanings of mental spaces that are relevant for the speaker in a new entity can be subject to integration, while the others are ignored. [14] , [17] , [18] . As an example by Fauconnier, "He is the Immanuel Kant of modern philosophy" is considered to be the blend where two input mental spaces have been projected ("a modern philosopher" and "Immanuel Kant"), and the meaning is conveyed that this philosopher is exceptionally competent. While neither of the input spaces has the feature of "competency", it appears only in the blend [14] , [17] .
Emergence of the blend makes itself evident in the fact that in the input space of perception there is no information about the person's thoughts, whereas the space of understanding has no information that it is based on perception. The integrated space can boast of these features. In addition, the agent of the blend can be both the subject of perception and the subject of understanding, hence the construction categorizes the situation of "perceptionunderstanding". Similar emergent situations can occur when it comes to realization of basic emotions in the language. Before making an analysis of the blend constructions, we modeled the prototypical situation where the basic emotions could be illustrated. It was done in the light of a research on the philosophical and psychological aspects of the issue [19] , [20] and an analysis of definitions of basic emotions (surprise, fear, anger, happiness, sadness) given in English dictionaries [4] which, in our view, provide insight into vernacular, mental perception of these categories. As diagrams 1 and 2 above show, the prototypical situation where the basic human emotions are expressed demonstrates the following features:
1. an unexpected situation (new information);
2. an observing speaker who is exposed to this situation/information (it should be noted that in the prototypical situation of expressing basic emotions, the agent who feels emotions is meant to observe, to feel and to communicate at the same time); 3. an impact of the unexpected situation (information) on the observer; 4. the observer's emotion (emotional state); 5. the expression of these emotions (verbal or nonverbal).
In the following examples of the prototypical situation where the basic emotions are expressed, we will try to examine how the features of the prototypical situation are verbalized, and the features of which prototypical situations blend in during representation. In other words, we will see how emergence of the situation appears and emergent meaning develops. "I just watched the Celts beat Lakers," he said. "Great game" [21] .
In example (7), the observer and speaker (the one who noticed and categorized the observer's emotions) are different agents. The situations categorized by means of these constructions are represented in the speaker's mind as follows:
Mental space 1: The observer of an unexpected situation greets the speaker with a cheerful expression on his face.
Mental space 2: The speaker sees that the observer's emotions are expressed nonverbally.
Mental space 3: The speaker realizes that the observer is feeling the emotions of happiness and admiration.
In this example, there is no explicit mentioning that one of the participants of the dialogue is happy: he does not state about his emotions. This semantics is concluded from the situation, hence it is obvious that one element drops out of the prototypical situation -the one when the speaker himself expresses emotions in this situation through lexical markers from the synonymic chain. Admiration and happiness which one of the communicants is feeling after the game are verbalized in his greeting (Hi there), the lexical unit to grin в in the form of Participle I borrowed from the prototypical situation that categorizes visual perception, and the communicants' words (happy, great) which indicate that speaker realizes the observer's emotional state.
Thus, mental spaces 1 and 3 are categorized lexically at the surface level, while mental space 2 is categorized grammatically. Certainly, there are fixed language constructions to categorize visual perception, understanding and basic emotions, but a speaking person's consciousness is arranged so that it constantly tends to compress information, which results in economy of language means and concise expression of thoughts.
In example (8) , two different mental spaces of joy and surprise blend in one sense: «I'm happy to meet you too», Gaia wondered [22] .
The situation may be represented in the following fragments:
Mental space 1: The observer expresses her joy caused by the perceived situation (meeting the agent).
Mental space 2: The speaker takes notice of surprise.
Evidently, the example illustrates discrepancy between the verbal and non-verbal behaviour of the observer, which is noticed and categorized by the speaker (it should be noted that the speaker and observer are different agents, just as it was in the previous example). At first thought, all the features of the prototypical situation seem to be represented by the observer. However, either her voice or the expression of her face makes the speaker notice and verbalize a completely different emotion which was not represented by the observer. So, in order to characterize the observer's emotional state, the speaker takes a lexical item that denotes the emotion of surprise. Thus, the mental space of joy is verbalized with the help of the predicate to be happy, while the lexeme wondered is used to verbalize the mental space of surprise. There are no borrowed grammatical forms in this example since, in order to prototypically categorize the emotions, the corresponding lexical markers (borrowed from the constructions which categorize different prototypical situations of joy and surprise) are used. What is more, the emergence of this blend becomes apparent due to the fact the input mental space "joy" does not give information that joy is based on surprise, while the new mental space (blend) contains both these elements.
V. CONCLUSION
With a view to verbalizing basic emotions in a prototypical situation where an observer (being a speaker at the same time) is caused to feel a certain emotion as a result of a certain situation, seven basic emotions were delineated, and for their expression, the prototypical means were distinguished which can either be derivatives or set up a synonymic chain. Some distinguished prototypical lexical means turned out to verbalize the situation of expressing emotions more prominently than others, but despite this fact, they are all considered prototypical. The most prominent prototypical means which can verbalize the prototypical situation in the most complete and thorough way are the means used by speakers more often than the others. It is not unlikely that the prototypical means verbalizing emotions are not limited to lexical means and can also be represented at the syntactical level.
Furthermore, apart from prototypical means, nonprototypical constructions (blend constructions) can be distinguished as well. They are not frequent as are established "hic et nunc" and, as a consequence, it is difficult to trace the consistent patterns. Besides, it is typical that completely different mental spaces can contract or blend. This quality depends on what conceptual blocks a speaker takes notice of in a particular situation. On the one hand, there are a great number of such situations in the world around us. On the other hand, there is a limited number of constructions in any language. This is why forms and lexemes are borrowed instinctively from various prototypical situations in order to categorize one or another emergent situation, which results in blend constructions.
In summary, a prototypical situation is evidently crucial in order to identify some abstract ideal model of a situation that exists in the extralinguistic reality which will be subsequently verbalized with the use of a set of language means and constructions. Such a model affords to determine what language means and grammatical constructions are expected in the agent's speech when he verbalizes one or another situation of expressing emotions.
